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BAQ MODULE
Airframe
Call Sign
Instructor Pilot Required
Time of day
Minimum Flight Time
Weather Setup
ATC required
MOA Authorised
Multiple Aircraft

1-1
B -2
Assigned
No
Day
2 Hours
VMC
No
N/A
No

Required Documentation
Whiteman AFB Charts (available at airnav.com)
B2 Spirit Overview Document
th
509 BW Pilot’s Guide
Alphasim B-2A Spirit Checklist
Alphasim B-2A Spirit Reference

Special Notes
Keep in mind that the B-2 does not have any flaps, in order to slow the
aircraft speed brakes must employed. When deploying ensure that the speeds
are suitable as not to cause any damage to the aircraft.
The traffic pattern on both runways is performed to the left and the pattern
altitude is 1900’ MSL

Learning Objectives
1. Familiarization with the B-2A Airframe.
2. Practise visual operations within the Whiteman Terminal Area.
3.

Demonstrate consistent, stabilized visual approaches to a successful
landing, within the first 1,000 ft of the runway.

Instructions
1. File a VFR light plan and in Route place “Local Ops”.
2. Squawk 1200 ( VFR ) and proceed to start engines
3. Before departing familiarize yourself with the autopilots settings and comm.
programming.
4. Once Pre-Taxi checks are complete taxi to the active and depart straight out.
5. Climb to 2,400 ft MSL and begin left downwind after level off.
6. Descend to 1900 ft MSL in the downwind leg.
7. Make your left base turn approximately 3-4 miles from the touchdown zone.
Do not descend below 500’ AGL in the base turn.
8. Adjust your altitude based on the VASI approach lights.
9. Perform a go-around at 200’ AGL – and climb straight ahead to 2,400 ft.
10.Do not let your approach speed fall below 125 KIAS.
11.Practice this same series of events, without letting the aircraft touchdown, at
least 3-4 times with and without the use of the speed brake on final.
12.When you are comfortable controlling the approach speed with the speed
brake, and can carefully manage the rate of descent with power while
maintaining a slight “nose-up” attitude, practice adjusting your approach to
where the 200’ AGL “go-around” is about ½ mile from the touchdown zone.
13.Once you are comfortable with this maneuver and can consistently arrive at
the ½ mile point at 200’ and at the target approach speed of 125 KIAS, lower
the aircraft for a touch and go. Control of the airspeed until touchdown is
CRITICAL. Do NOT let the airspeed drop below 120 KIAS until the main
landing gear touches the runway.
14.Upon main landing gear touchdown, hold the nose gear off the runway
allowing aerodynamic braking to slow the aircraft. Say it out loud – “Retract
speed brake.”

15.Retract the speed brake and apply take-off power settings.
16.If the nose gear is still off the runway, the aircraft will fly itself off. If the nose
gear has settled to the runway, rotate at 130 KIAS.
17.Climb straight ahead to 2,400’ MSL and remain in the pattern. Repeat the
touch and go until you can consistently land within the first 1,000’ of the
runway.
18.When you can do this consistently, let the aircraft roll-out and turn off at the
first available taxi-way. Taxi back and depart again. Repeat the process to
make at least three “full-stop” landings.

